
 

CANDIDATE 2022 EXTENDED PROJECT QUALIFICATION TOPIC 

AISA MILLER, DAVID Can torture be justified to fight the War on Terror? 

AITKEN, INDIA The impact of lockdown on children aged 0-7 

BAILEY, OLIVER To what extent is financial success influenced by Social class within the US and UK? 

BARKER, MILLIE Gender Role Conformity : Why is English considered a ‘Feminine’ subject ( and Maths a 
‘masculine’ subject) and are girls really better at English and boys at Maths ? 

BARWELL, SAM Are the Abrahamic religions rising or falling in global popularity and why? 

BEVERIDGE, EMILIA Does the UK Criminal Justice System allow racial bias to affect it judgement in courts? 

BINNS, JOSH Is the development of Singapore as a global hub a sustainable practice? 

BINNS, TOM What are the critical factors that influence the relative level of gun deaths per 100,000 
people in the US? 

BLAIR, ORRIN Could the resurrection of the woolly mammoth, in an attempt to impact climate change, 
be feasible and is it ethical? 

BODLE, JOE To what extent does Banksy influence the world around us? 

BROVKO, ANNA How far have English literature and Japanese literature influenced each other? 

BROWN, HENRY Is deep space travel realistic and is it worth it? 

CARTER, LENKA Could collaborative efforts to industrialise the nuclear fusion process solve the clean 
energy crisis? 

CHILVERS, STANLEY Are legal frameworks sufficient to help solve the climate change crisis? 

CLARKE, AMY Why is radical feminism necessary and relevant in contemporary society 

CRISPIN, IZZY To what extent were the western policies on education in Afghanistan a success? 

EKUNDAYO, DANIEL  To what extent can the success of Meiji Japan be attributed to German influence? 

FARQUHARSON, 
HENRY 

What is the role of intuition in decision making? 

FARRAR, ELIZA To what extent were women in Britain engaged in politics in the 19th and 20th century 
before they had the right to vote? 

FEBLES, ALICE How did Jane Austen represent feminism in her novels within a 19th century context?  

FITZPATRICK, DAVID Can health questionnaires, electrocardiograms and echocardiograms help prevent 
sudden cardiac death in young athletes? 

FROST, ROSHAN What are the possible uses of black holes? 

GIBLIN, CONOR How does Dostoevsky explore the psychology of a criminal through Raskolnikov in Crime 
and Punishment? 

GODFREY, SAM Would the economic benefits of legalising cannabis outweigh the potential societal 
costs? 

HALL-EADE, CESSIE Where is the line between religion and cult? 

HASPEL, CARAGH Across a racing season would the front wing back wing or bodywork have the most 
significant impact on the cars aerodynamic performance? 

HAUNSTETTER, EVA To what extent has gender inequality impacted athletes in sports? 

HILLIER, BEA What is the future of Early Onset Alzheimer's treatments? 

JEMISON, FREDDIE What is the Relevance of Magnetic Monopoles in Modern Physics? 

JOHNSON, ALFRED How influential were Cambridge Analytica and Facebook in determining the outcomes of 
the 2016 US Election? 

JORDAN, LYDIA Should Social Media platforms be accountable for the credibility and accuracy on the 
reporting of legal cases and trials and does this have an influence on the criminal justice 
system? 

LEWIS, WILLIAM Which technologies will best limit carbon emissions in the aviation industry 



LOWTH, BEN Should video game loot boxes be considered and registered as a form of gambling in the 
UK? 

MA, LUCY ‘OCD is not an adjective’: The Stigma Created Around Young People in Society 

MAHER, MADDIE Does the Stanford Prison Experiment prove that we should always look to rehabilitation 
rather than punitive imprisonment? 

MATEBALAVU, ROMA To what extent is land tenure policy the main cause of Fiji’s political instability post-
independence? 

MATTA, FREDDY Which rocket engine technology offers the best balance of efficiency and feasibility in the 
near-future? 

MIDDLETON, AMELIA What is the most beneficial treatment for Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD)? 

MUTTI, ALESSANDRO To what extent should Portugal’s drug reform be replicated in the UK? 

PICKERING, SEB Is International Investment in the premier league positive? 

PILLAI, ARUN To what extent are the motivations for emerging market countries to host Formula One 
races economical? 

RABHERU, JAY Could the Emergence of Cryptocurrencies Spark a Renaissance in Private Currencies?  

REBATO, LUCAS Are neural networks a viable improvement on traditional state control algorithms in 
multi-rotored vehicles? 

RODWAY, INDIA Should the UK/US pharmaceutical companies owe greater social responsibilities (a) to 
their own countries and/or (b) to developing countries? 

SABHARWAL, ISHAN Should prevention of dementia be the primary focus over cure?  

SHAH, ANISH To what extent does diversity in India cause both conflict and innovation 

SHEPPARD, JAMES How effective is alpha-beta pruning at optimising a minimax algorithm?  

THOMPSON, SETH How feasible is manned interstellar space travel? 

TRINDER, JAY To what extent can the conditions of the working classes in the Industrial Revolution be 
compared to Aristotle's definitions of slavery?  

WEEKES, JASPER To what extent can a hydrofoil boat impact the energy consumption and speed of aquatic 
transport? 

WIMALASURIYA, 
SENAYA 

Is there evidence for the existence of extra-terrestrial life? 

YEULETT, GEORGIA How does listening to depressed and happy, EDM and Classical music affect teenagers 
moods? 

  

 


